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Welcome to your October, Cloudhopper News.
Back again with all that’s new and fresh in the
world of Hopping. Luckily, we have some news this
month with a successful 37th One Man Meet.
In these changed times, with Covid-19 ever
present, we were very fortunate to be able to
achieve a successful event, partially down to a
great location and great planning.
Elsewhere there is plenty of action currently,
with News of Sales and some coming second
hand deals that will appear shortly.
There are plans also to update a product
and now is the time to get involved and have
your say on the things you might like to have
included.
I honestly have no idea why the OMM is so
high in my appreciation, but I still genuinely get
excited about going to it. I think perhaps it’s
because it combines elements that I love that
add up to a great mixture and it’s the cocktail
that delivers.
Anyway , let’s get into the content, and see what
we have for you all this month.
This includes News of sales, some forthcoming
second-hand kits, and a chance to influence a
forthcoming update of a current product, which I
think gives us a chance to influence their
planning.
Any correspondence , please send to:
Steve Roake -the Editor, at the Email address:
steve.roake33@gmail.com
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1,Ed Speak- What is it about the OMM?
I don’t know what it is about the One Man Meet that makes it special, but
I really get genuinely excited about the prospect every year and
expectations run high. This year was no different for me.
Leading up to the event (even in these weird Covid-19 times), I get
excited with the Knowledge of what is coming.
Perhaps it is going to a new location to fly for the first time, maybe it’s the
idea of catching up with old friends. Maybe it’s seeing Balloons that I’ve
never seen before, and sometimes its meeting new participants and
integrating them to our world and watching them enjoy the mix of
camaraderie and the sense of joy of flying with other Cloudhoppers.
I just can’t put a reason to my abject enthusiasm for what is (let’s
face it), just another balloon festival, held in a time of year that normally
precludes flying, and yet has one of the best records for flying actually
taking place.
Unbelievably this year, we actually kept that record going, against
all the odds (because the forecast wasn’t great), but a brave few
ensured the continuity continued for another twelve months.
In its History, traditionally the event travels around the country
normally changing its venue every two years. Unfortunately, that couldn’t
repeat itself because the venue from last year in Tenbury Wells wasn’t
available and with the current needs to be non-public and in a private
venue, John Tyrrell and Wendy Rousell pulled out all the stops to get a
facility that fitted the remit perfectly.
The OMM has always attracted spotters over the years and long
may that continue, however one unsavoury type, who had been prebriefed about how this year unfortunately it wouldn’t be open to public
access, took it upon himself to berate the organisers , insulting them
personally as he vented his anguish at not being allowed to attend.
Suffice to say, we know who it is, and let me tell you, if this type of
abuse happens again then we will have to look into “Spotters access”
and if I personally find out it’s the same person, they will be banned for
Life from Cloudhoppers.
Sad that we even have to talk about such stuff.
Stay safe , Take care out there . Steve Roake- Editor.
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2, Essential Extras – Time to get involved?
Something that came out of the recent One Man Meet from Nick Purvis
and backed up by Andy Booth is that Cameron Balloons are looking into
their next iteration of the Hopper Bottom end and so now could be the
perfect time to help influence the way the next iteration evolves.
Therefore, with Andy Booth involved on their think tank committee, I would
suggest to you if you have any burning changes in mind , you could do
worse than drop them a line with those Essential Extra’s in mind.
I’m told one element sure to make its way into the mix is the Baby
Neo Burner. Andy told me he is intent with making things more
comfortable in the seating part of the design. I suggested a gimballed
burner that still swivels is the “holy grail” of hopper wants. He also
suggested a fire blanket that is incorporated into the headrest and would
pull out over your head might be a good idea. The one thing I would like
to eradicate personally is the locking mechanism for the folding seat unit
as I have personally had problems with it in the past. Perhaps, something
that attaches like a carabiner could be the answer with a locking nut that
goes over the extent of the joint. Now that the rules want us to carry fire
extinguishers and fire blankets as well as a useful integral drop line ,
ergonomics of the design will have to cater for all these extras.
I found also on my Mark 2 LBL Hopper Bottom End, adding one-inch
Memory Foam helped enormously with the comfort level.
With some recent changes in the organisation at Bristol, maybe the
time to influence future developments has never been greater. I’m sure
that they would welcome customer driven input into the next creation.
When you see how young the actual designs of hoppers are and
you look into the first iteration of bottom ends , you can see how far we
have come already, but the great thing with Design is that it never stands
still for any period of time.
Approaching £6000 for a bottom end isn’t cheap at any time, let
alone in these current times, which is why taking a few mins to jot down
your wants and ambitions could prove to be a master stroke. Obviously
when we know more about their plans , I will let you all know. Next, we
will all need to think of its Name lol.
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3,The Features Section
The 37th Annual One Man Meet.
Now here is a scary statistic. For eighteen years continuously I’ve been to
the annual One Man Meet and you know what? I love then as much now
as I ever have. I try to dispassionately sit back and analyse what it is about
the OMM I love so much but, unfortunately, I can’t put a finger on it.
My first was in 2002 as crew for Pat and Tony Bubb in Raglan Wales at a
very posh Hotel called Lllansfarrant Court Hotel which wasn’t cheap. I
figured then, and still think the same now, that its once a year and you
have all year to save up for the weekend away. Yes, now a days, I tend to
veer on the Budget style stays but nothing has diminished for me about
the event.
I think the continued enjoyment of the event centres around a few
key factors. Firstly, in its history despite mostly being held in October (which
isn’t a great month for trying to fly), in 37 years only two have been
unflyable -which is a remarkable record , and one of those actually had a
tether. Secondly, I like this idea that every two years it migrates to another
part of the UK not usually visited previously.
Thirdly, I love the social side of the event. There is nothing better
than meeting up with people you have got to know over the years and
sitting down to quality time with them and then going out to a launch field
and participating alongside said friends.
This year despite all the Covid-19 restrictions, John Tyrrell and Wendy
Rousell had pulled out all the stops to find us a site where we could
comfortably socially distance, in a private venue( away from the general
public unfortunately this year around), feel free to fly or not and just
indulge in hopping for the sake of it.
Driving to what for me is the closest ever OMM, was a real joy of
expectation because , firstly it was to be held in Cirencester (only 73 miles
from Home), secondly I was meeting up with friends Iestyn “Spike Leek,
(who had the accident last year on route to the event), Jim Findlay
who has crewed for me this year quite a lot, and we were in the
fortunate position of being able to help Stuart Skinner who had
purchased G-BYNW Cameron H-34 from me earlier this year.
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Having sorted a bargain rate with Premier Inns for the two rooms(for two
nights), of £130, split four ways, it was dirt cheap and yet a nice standard,
and only 3.3miles to the launch site.
Somehow, the event had attracted 26 entrants, and whilst the
weather forecast casted serious doubts on whether or not it would be
possible to fly at all over the weekend, you have to be there to find out.
I love the drive to the Cotswolds region, and as you arrived in Cirencester,
the local stone was evident everywhere on the buildings.
Meeting at the agreed time on Friday afternoon around 3pm we
drove to the location of the event. This year’s site of choice was the
Bathhurst Estate in Cirencester Park, home to Lord and Lady Apsley. We
were entering 15,000 acres of Polo fields and woods attached to a
Mansion House which dates back to 1695.
It was that huge we never actually saw the house once and drove
into the vast grounds past the Agricultural University, to a gatehouse
where electrified gates allowed entrance. From this point to our “Area of
Play” was a good couple of miles, past five Polo fields and through
Wooded areas left aside for Deer stalking (with cameras not guns). Such
are the social circles of our Hosts, that their son Ben is a personal friend of
Prince William.
Briefing to the assembled teams (around 9 present), started at 330pm with John giving a Met Briefing that showed possible Showers
including Gusts, 8-10 knots on the surface heading 290 degrees and 18-23
gusts at 2000ft with a QNH of 1020. Whilst plenty of tree cover existed and I
briefly thought about trying a tether with a view to hopping low level
across the manicured grass, the lack of other activity and my non-desire
to damage my new Cameron O-31G-CLKC( the newest hopper present),
deterred my decision and I binned the idea. Spike appeared slightly late
and enjoyed John’s Prank of offering him last year’s weather which he
missed out on die to his car crash.
To be fair, the weather didn’t look like it might settle down but
everyone got more intrigued when Tim Ward set up his hopper bottom
end on G-BOYO the Cameron H-20, but it transpired Tim was doing
chores in preparation for better weather later on in the weekend.
Most people took time in catching up with one another , as there was
no planned organised social meet up this year around due to
Covid -19 rules on six people max. Some crews were being self
sufficient camping on site in their caravans and motorhomes.
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Friday’s action around Tim Wards Bottom end.
In hindsight, the weather actually did improve nearing sunset but by then
the urge to play had dissipated and a chance behind trees was lost.
Stuart was off to catch up with an old friend for the evening, so Spike, Jim
and Myself returned to our accommodation and ate at the Beefeater
Restaurant adjoined to the premises. My Sneak look at the entry list had
furnished me with two possible new balloons not seen previously, in G-ISOB
Andy Booth’s Cameron O-31 and G-CKAD a Cameron O-56 owned by
Phil and Ally Dunnington who might take turns to fly in it.
Saturday morning arrived once again fairly still around the site of our
Hotel. A Car Park Tether could have easily been achieved but once more
we drove the ten mins to the Venue, hearing another non-flyable
forecast. Surface winds of 8-16 knots, 27knots at 2000ft and a rising QNH of
1024. This was better but still not possible. We returned to Cirencester to
review our options over breakfast in the local Tesco store. Full English for
under £5 is a bargain by anyone’s standards. Reflecting upon our options
it was agreed to visit Kemble Airfield to photograph the retired British
Airways 747’s and then onwards to Oaksey Park Airfield, for Spike to touch
base with the owners with a view to possibly arrange an Auster fly in in
2021. A very friendly welcome was had and we felt time spent there
was time well spent. Returning to the launch site it was soon time for
the afternoon briefing.
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Once again, the Teams returned to the launch site. We were joined by
other people who swelled the numbers, the most notable, and great to
see was the return of Phil and Allie Dunnington, who ran the event for
years. Once again, the Weather Forecast was given to us by John Tyrrell.
Surface Winds were 9-17 knots with 26 at 2000 feet. By this stage, the
assembled masses had decided that it definitely wasn’t flyable so no
need to find out the QNH. We had spent some time with Andy Booth and
Tim Ward and son Bryce. Having popped into Cirencester and
provisionally booked a meal at the Thai restaurant in town, we offered the
opportunity to join us to them at our socially distanced meal.
In the end Andy Booth didn’t join us, but the intrepid five had a very
sociable evening with fine food and a few beers before a relatively early
return to our Hotel in the knowledge that there might be a possible slot on
the Sunday morning.
Up bright and early with more optimistic feelings towards the
briefing, we arrived to find again more people present than the previous
day. Whilst the weather wasn’t perfect, it was an improvement on the
previous ones we had received.
Joh informed us that the wind at South Cerney was 3.1knots.
Ashton was showing 6-7 gusting 9knots. Stroud was 4knots at 320degrees,
and Swindon 6-11 at 320 degrees, so all in all quite a variety.
Upper winds were 23knots at 2000feet in a 350 direction with a QNH of
1024. John took the decision that you could fly at your own discretion, and
so most people made their way to the upwind side of the available land
to us and started to set up probably with the objective of just getting
some flying in within the land owner’s estate.
I liked the idea of keeping the continuous run of flown OMM events
going, but watching others, never got past attaching the flying wires to
the bottom end since it seemed a lot of effort for little reward and with a
new hopper with only 2.5 hours total time on it, I didn’t want to risk my new
baby, merely to satisfy the spotters present. I’m not into five-minute flights
and the prospect of going long simply didn’t appeal with strong upper
winds. Also, the grass was wet so I didn’t want to have to dry it out later
Luckily others thought differently to me and Dave Boxhall From
Cameron’s took G-CJWY their O-31 over the trees to land on the
other side of a forest break , looking like a serious pull of the rip line
may have been slightly too excessive, as he merged with the
tree branches.
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Then Andy Booth got his Cameron O-31 out and flew G-ISOB a similar
distance as Dave.

Andy Booth in G-ISOB.
Next into the air individually were Phil and Allie Dunnington Who had
brought with them G-CKAD a Cameron O-56. Phil hopped it over the trees
and then Allie took over with an intermediate to fly on a little further to the
Agricultural College on the other side of the road to the Estate.
At this stage both myself and Stuart Skinner (G-BYNWCameron H34), twitched about going with Stuart getting more serious than myself but
in the end we both decided against the idea. This left Tim Ward to
challenge himself with the Now slightly porous G-BOYO Cameron H-20.
Using a second tank to inflate, Tim successfully negotiated the intricacies
of his seat unit to swiftly lift off and negotiate a short, yet rewarding
return for all of his efforts, also remaining within the Parks Estate.
Whilst this may have not been a vintage OMM, none the less it had
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successfully achieved the goal with some flying and in the current times,
with so many reasons not to do stuff I felt was commendable.
We look forward to returning next year potentially and exploiting further a
great base for the OMM.

Lovely shot of Tim Ward in G-BOYO by Marie Banks.
As ever many thanks to John Tyrrell and Wendy Rousell for all their
collective efforts and to Lord and Lady Apsley for hosting us. I believe
we are due to return to this site in 2021 but this will need confirming,
nearer the time when hopefully normal play will return.
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Interesting People in Hopping(No. 6) meets – Crispin Williams
Hi Crispin, and thanks for your time with this in advance. I’m doing for the Cloudhoppers
newsletter a feature on interesting people in hopping and wondered if you could find time
to answer some questions
1, So just a bit of Background on Crispin. Where are you from, what age are you and
what did /do you do as jobs?
Well, one thing is for sure, being the age that I am I have quite a lot of background!
Home for me was East Anglia. My family lived in a small village called St. Osyth and my
roots are firmly in East Anglia. I am, as of 11th July ’20, 77. My background is 22 years
in the RAF as a navigator, mostly on fast jets, first Canberras and then Phantoms. Along
the way I was a Navigation instructor and the Navigator at the Royal Aircraft
Establishment Bedford, an out station to Farnborough. I got my PPL on Tiger Moths at
18 and have held an aviation licence of some sort for nearly 60 years.
2, Regarding balloons, it seems you’ve done a bit of everything. Am I right you are an
An Airship Instructor, Commercial Pilot, ex Thunder and Colt Sales Guy, and hopper
exponent including part of the design team?
This question shows some research on your part so well done! I started ballooning whilst
at the RAE, shortly after our much-loved Auster was written off by a friend. I started
flying at Old Warden as part of the 4As balloon group and we bought our own balloon
when we moved away from Bedford, by which time both Sara and I were balloon pilots. I
flew in the Team Selection event that proceeded the UK Nationals and flew in every
Nationals until just a few years ago, about 30+. I won this event four or five times and in
’85 was World Champion. Left the RAF at 44 and joined T&C in their Sales Department.
I enjoyed my first flight in a hopper but, to be honest, I get more pleasure from sharing a
flight experience than flying alone. The Virgin business seats under a regular balloon
inspired me to go back to T&C and push for a two-seat version of the Chariot. Peter
Johnson designed it and I gave the pilot input.
I am still an instructor on both Balloons and Airships, and an Examiner for PPL and CPL
on groups A, B and C balloons and Thermal Airships. I was a TRE, but gave it up a
few years ago. Most of my flying has been in group A Balloons, but I did fly for a
few seasons as a line pilot with Balloons over Bagan and Ballooning Network.
My last flight on ride balloon was at age 73.
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3, What age did you get your licence and how many hours P1 do you have, and roughly
how many in hoppers?
Ballooning PPL in 1974. About 3,600 hours and perhaps 200 in hoppers.
4, For all those years in the “Good Old Days”, you were involved with Thunder and
Colt. How did this come about? Some of the greatest Chateau D’oex Photos involved the
T&C fleet including hoppers. was this an idea of yours? The influence still exists as my
latest hopper design shows a homage to Thunder and Colt.
I was relatively late into T&C, joining when I left the RAF is 1987. A year earlier I had
decided to leave the RAF and had hunted around for something to do in the ballooning
world. Our initial thought was to import a US product and build it in the UK. However,
we visited T&C and decided that we could not compete with this product. Per offered me
a job dated to when I left the RAF in 12 months ! Our first experience with T&C was
with the Virgin team at Chateaux d’Oex in Feb 87 whilst still in the RAF. After that we
went back to Chateaux d’Oex whenever possible and loved it Plenty of hopping, and
long-distance flights as well. Fabulous! In my opinion our years at T&C were the very
best ballooning years and the companionship of the Factory, Dealers and Balloon Buyers
was exceptional.
5, Can you remember your first experience in a hopper? Where and when? and how did
you know you wanted one for yourself?
I think that my first hopper flight was from Chateaux d’Oex that first year. Flew up above
the Mountain Tops and, at about 10,000 ft amsl, realised that my Harness Clips were
undone. I made a very slow descent and then locked them at 50 ft. All so much fun!
6, Of all the memorable flights you have had in a Cloudhopper, which one was the best
and why?
The most memorable was probably that flight out of the stadium in Ryzan in Russia
dressed as a Russian Orthodox priest!
7, Any moments in hoppers you’d care to share?
I don’t like the old-style T&C Hopper Base Units with those large metal Harness
supports over ones Shoulders. My most stupid flight was in Switzerland when I
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took off with a Stem-Leak on the Burner. Fortunately, the leak stayed about the same
throughout the flight but it meant that I had a constant ball of Flame above my Head for
my entire one-hour flight. Fortunately, I had thick gloves on and was not concerned to put
my hand back into the fireball for each burn.
8, Can you imagine a time now without Hoppers in your life as I believe you are now in
your 70’s? I do remember you selling a couple of unusual sized Hoppers to Malcolm
White and Pauline Baker, does this mean you are officially done with them ?
No, not at all. I owned the 14 and 21, that I sold to them because I had flown both and set
UK records but I am a little on the heavy side and had no desire to lose a lot of weight to
set a better record. These balloons have serious Histories – not to be told now, wait for
the Book!
9, I understand you were instrumental in designing the Duo Chariot at T&C. Whose idea
was it originally and was this driven by a Market Demand?
I was the motive force behind getting the two-seater built – because it was something that
I wanted to fly! The two-seater had a regular sized Burner Frame so that it could be
substituted for a regular Basket and Burner under a small Envelope. Long distance flights
with a slightly larger Envelope were always an option.
10, Please if you have any good photos of you in hoppers send them in to me for
inclusion with this feature . Ed- please see elsewhere Crispin’s Photographs.
11, Is there anything you’d improve on the current designs with Cloudhoppers. My Wish
List for them includes Bonnano Power Plus type Burner, (small, compact, lightweight
and yet great versatility), on a gimbal frame that could swivel. Perhaps the next great
advance with weight as the opposition will be a composite fuel tank. Stainless ones are so
expensive for what they are. Development never stops as you know.
I am a great believer that simple is best. One of the reasons that I would like to build a
Balloon is to fly it under Annex ,1 and be able to Experiment with new things. However,
I also believe that EASA and the CAAs push to make us look like EASA, although we
will no longer be a part of it, will stifle Ballooning in all its many delightful forms.
12, Finally, where do Hoppers rank in terms of flying from your perspective?
Do they come close to Airships?
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In my opinion Airships and Hoppers are opposite ends of the lighter than air world. I
would like both to prosper.
Good fortune with your promotion of the Hopping world. Keep inspiring others to take
part.
As you can see dear reader Crispin Williams has made a significant contribution to our
world, for which we greatly thank him. He failed to mention he was at one time
Chairman of the BBAC , and is a Director of the Club today . On all of our behalves , I
thank him for his efforts and personally extend my thanks for his time to assist with this
particular feature that has once again enlightened us to things we knew not .
Ed- Many thanks for that Crispin, if you know of someone I need to feature
in this section please let me know.
Email: Steve.roake33@gmail.com
4, Homebuilding
It seems there is no stopping Ron Griffin with his homebuilding plans. The
Newbury Berkshire based builder has already built a 28k Hopper and a 56
recently, both of which are of fine quality may I say.

The New Bottom End .
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As you can see, he isn’t sitting back on his laurels, and is currently building
his own bespoke bottom end. With all the welding in place, I understand
it’s just a case of doing the cushioning for the seat unit.
However , in conversation with this serial builder at the OMM, Ron
did say he isn’t 100% happy with G-CKAI his RG28 and may start a new
build of a slightly bigger envelope shortly. This is a person who works out
everything the old school way and then makes Card Templates (no CAD
involved). To say G-CKAI is beautiful is an understatement. This is a person
who looks for perfection. More on these projects as they progress.
5,New Balloons
Cameron Balloons recently advised me at the OMM of the sale of another
of their very successful Millennium Hopper bottom ends. This is in addition
to the one noted last month. The previously mentioned new Cameron O31 for the UK market has still to receive its UK registration, I’m told it's hold
up is so that the owner can decide which bottom end to marry the
envelope to, so shouldn’t be too much longer before we know who it is
and where they are in the country.
6,Second Hand balloons
Once again it has come to light of another “cracking second hand deal”
that is progressing whilst I write this piece. A low houred LBL31A with a
Chariot bottom end is currently being negotiated for sale with under 50
hours total time in the Logbook. I expect this deal to be finalised at around
£5500 for the complete kit shortly. Should this transaction fail, then I will
obviously publicise it for my friend who is selling the kit. Reason for the
sale is to finance a Duo Chariot Bottom end for another project. I also
know of a soon to be sold LBL 25A which could be a full kit, and if anyone
is interested I can put you directly in touch with the seller to facilitate a
deal. Once again. these things tend to sell because I know of potential
buyers who ask for my help as and when things come onto the market
and with prior knowledge this avoids necessity to advertise and
speculate where a deal is to be done efficiently, quickly and with
minimum fuss. I have to state here, I receive no remuneration for
assisting with these deals.
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When in Lockdown – write a book(updated information).
Following on from my publicity of my new book, there has been some
troubles in acquiring the thing. This is because LULU .com my publishers
have failed to list it in their For Sale section of their Website and they are
buggers to get hold of having little contact details.
The book will be available through the website www.lulu.com and
has ISBN number 978-1-71658-942-3.
However, if you are chomping at the bit to buy it now please use the link
below and click on the requisite button to add to your cart. I understand
the book takes a wee while as its printed to order. So perfect timing for a
Covid-19, stay at Home Christmas present.
https://www.lulu.com/en/gb/shop/steve-roake/the-book-of-randomtales/paperback/productjjmkmd.html?fbclid=IwAR2m2dwV8EAIsVBIcwgeo7BSFXyCOuS14Ir9bxDVoHj1eiMWusVc
sdj4JI8
Also, I can only apologise over the rise in the printed price, this has nothing
to do with me and everything to do with their associated costs. The Price is
now £17-50. Including postage and packaging from the USA.
I have in mind an “ambitious level” for sales and so far, can only comment
that it has some way to go to achieve the desired figure for sales lol.
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6, Interesting Photos

This photo sent in by Crispin Williams was the forerunner to the T&C Sky
Chariot and a stimulant. It features a pair of “Upper Class” seats loaned
by Virgin Airlines to be flown under a regular balloon. Robin Batchelor
and Sara Williams are seated and prepared for flight with Jules
Wigdore leaning on the back of the seat. Taken at Chateau D’oex
in 1985.
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7,Manufacturer News and Events
Icicle Balloon Meet 2021
Unsurprisingly in the current climate the organisers of the Icicle Refrozen
Balloon Meet have had to decide to cancel the thing in its original format.
In other words, there will be no physical meet up or trade show at The
Donnington Grove Hotel in Newbury over the weekend of 2nd-3rd January
and whilst they have suggested a virtual flyout from wherever you live in
the country, this strikes me as barking mad with little likelihood of people
taking their offer up(I remain to be proven wrong).
Other News
We have reached that time again where the Newsletter needs freshening
up with a more up to date look. Whilst I have another template made for
me by Jim Findlay, I would welcome anyone who thinks they have a
template for a Newsletter that would suit us to submit it to me for
appraisal.
Microsoft have some on their websites for free, but nothing grabs
me sufficiently to change this one for theirs. I specifically want something
more modern in its format and whilst this one has served us well for a
number of years, it is about time we embraced the current trend and get
something more representative of our stature.
Please if you can contribute please email any suggestions to me at
steve.roake33@gmail.com
Late addition.
Speaking to Tim Ward after the OMM , he told me he briefly thought
about going for a long jump flight at the One Man Meet as the winds
were 20knots plus, but when his moving maps froze , Tim felt discretion was
the better move. For anyone who gets Aerostat, watch out for Tim’s article
on Chariots in the next issue, out before Christmas.
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Solo Systems actively supports Cloudhopper News .
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8,The Photo section
This section of the Newsletter is dedicated to choices of the Editor who
tries to bring to you rare and interesting photos which you may not
necessarily see in normal life and wouldn’t expect to find when
surfing the internet.

Crispin Williams in G-BMKI Colt 21A whilst dressed as
A Russian Priest, flying out of Ryzan Russia.
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And finally
Late October saw us achieve 1555 members on Facebook which is up
again by seven on last month’s figure. Thanks to everyone for your support
and please keep spreading the word wider.
Hoppers are only going to get more and more popular as pilots migrate to
the most efficient way to fly with the best efficiency for your money.
Submissions may not be the views of The Editor but are as far as possible
unmodified to retain their authenticity.
Please send all submissions for future editions to Steve.roake33@gmail.com
Ó Cloudhoppers.org
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